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							[image: ]	GroundSchool FAA Knowledge Test Prep

					
					Our very highly regarded preparation materials for FAA Written (Knowledge) tests feature actual and current

					(2024)
				FAA questions carefully categorized and filtered for study efficiency and with illustrated explanations written by professional
				instructors and examiners to help you learn the material and pass your test quickly.
				Available for MS-Windows™ PC, Mac, iPhone™/iPad™, and Android™ and also in downloadable audio (mp3) format for iPod™ and similar devices.
				Unlike other test prep providers on the web, who uniformly use out-of-date and/or very incomplete question banks,
				we continuously update our questions and explanations based on FAA changes and user feedback, thus helping you maximize
				your chances of acing your test and learning the material in a comprehensive and meaningful way.
				

				

				


											

	
						
								[image: ]	RideReady FAA Practical Test Preparation

												 Be confident and ready for your FAA checkride oral exam (FAA
														Practical Test). Airplane, Helicopter, Glider, Hot Air Balloon, Seaplane, and more. Impress the examiner!  Hundreds of detailed, actual checkride questions
													written and explained by DPEs, ex-FAA examiners, and master CFIs and continuously updated based on actual, current, checkride practice and experience.
														Available for MS-Windows™ PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
																		

														


						

					
	
						
							[image: ]	Safelog Pilot Logbook

					
					Fast, powerful, and easy to use pilot logbook software used by general aviation and airline pilots worldwide (USA FAA, EASA, Canada, and Australia versions available.) For MS-Windows™ PCs, Mac™, iPhone™/iPad™,
					Android™,  and web.
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					Electronic Aircraft Systems Reviews for General Aviation, Bizjets, and Airline Transport Aircraft. Available for PC, Mac, iPhone+iPad and Android
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					EASA - ATPL, CPL, and IR

					
					Prepare for your EASA theory exams! Featuring actual EASA CQB (EASA-FCL) questions
					for ATPL (Airline Transport Pilot), CPL (Commercial Pilot), and
					IR (Instrument Rating).
					Hold an FAA ATP? Converting to a EASA ATPL will greatly help your career. European pilot? You need this to become a professional!  Available for PC, Mac, iPhone+iPad and Android
							



						

											
	
						
							[image: ]	Name That Plane!

					Aircraft recognition tutor for the aviation professional or dedicated enthusiast.  Quick and accurate aircraft recognition is a key safety skill.  However,
				 		 most people, including professional pilots, vastly overestimate their ability to do this.  Name That Plane! will get you up to speed.  For PC and iPhone™ / iPad™.
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					Prepare for your Transport Canada Private Pilot, Recreational Pilot, PSTAR, and Instrument Rating (INRAT) exams.
					A range of items both for people who want to convert from Canada to FAA and FAA to Canada.  For PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
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					You can fly a bigger jet, sooner, and for more money than you even thought possible in China.  But to do so, youâ€™ll need to get your Chinese ATPL certificate. Our app lets you study actual English-language CAAC questions to help you pass the Chinese ATPL theory exams.    Recommended by leading pilot career placement programs and flight schools.
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								PPL and IMC Theory Exam preparation for UK Pilots. UK ANO + EASA-FCL Compatible. Get Unconfused!  For PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
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									70,000+
									IFR  plates covering over 80 countries for serious flight simulation
								enthusiasts.
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									Morse
									Code Tutor for Aviation
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									Federal Aviation Regulations (CFR 14),
									the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), and Pilot Controller Glossary at your fingertips with
									free lifetime updates.
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									FCC
									Test Preparation Software - Amateur Radio (General, Technician,
									Extra), GMDSS, GROL (for avionics technicians!), MROP, Ship
									Radar Endorsement.
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									Sure, there are a few
									country airport databases out there on the web, but none puts the whole world at your fingertips
									like PilotNav.com.
																


						

											
	
						
							[image: ]	AviaQuiz - Aircraft Quiz

									How well do you know aircraft?
									Test your aircraft recognition skills. Free!									
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									Freebies Galore

									Flight
									Planning Forms, Checklists, and a lot more free stuff for
									you courtesy of both Dauntless Aviation and your fellow pilots.
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									of Free Checklists

									The
									Internet's largest collection of free checklists, w&b
									forms, etc. For aircraft from Cessnas and Pipers to 747s.
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		Apr 3 - New DA40 and M20C Free Checklists
Jim Price's and Richard Hulme's Mooney M20C and Diamond DA40D checklists are some of the latest additions to our free aircraft checklists section.  Thanks, guys!	more cool aviation tidbits...





		Apr 3 - 97% on the Private Pilot Written!

Just finished my private pilots written exam. My primary study resource was this software  ... I'm sad to say I missed 2 questions on the test. I was really hoping for a perfect score for some bragging rights. But a 97% will do. Thanks Dauntless team for a great piece of software. 




JR
GroundSchool FAA Written Test iOS App User


	more user feedback...





		Apr 2 - Shiner Aviation - a Captain's Endorsement

Dear Folks at Dauntless,

Many thanks for your fine products.
I used the FAA Test Prep for the ATP Written as well as the RideReady for my oral. They are fantastic products and I will have no problems recommending you to other pilots who are either converting their JAA ATPL or FAA license holders upgrading to the ATP.





P B-K


Shiner Aviation

www.shineraviation.com



Thank you for the endorsement, Captain!  We're glad we could help.	more user feedback...





		Apr 1 - Great results from the US Air Force Academy!

Great Software; All test questions were very helpful on the actual exam!
Great explanations helped me learn new concepts while using the software.




AM


US Air Force Academy

Colorado Springs, CO



	more user feedback...





		Mar 31 - 95% Private Pilot!

Been at this for a long time, off and on. Finally, after drilling away at the question banks, I received a score of 95%!  Now it's on to the RideReady prep... 




DB


Hershey, PA


	more user feedback...





		Mar 31 - A "very happy customer" from Down Under!
.. very good, thoroughly researched, and well put together product. Thank you. I hope you don`t mind but I have recommended your product to a pilot supply company in Sydney ...



PF


Slacks Creeen, Australia



Â¡ɹǝpun uʍop ʎlʇɔǝɹɹoɔ ʇı pɐǝɹ plnoɔ noʎ os sıɥʇ ǝʇoɹʍ ǝʍ  Â¡ɹıs `spɹoʍ puıʞ ǝɥʇ ɹoɟ `noʎ ʞuɐɥʇ	more user feedback...





		Mar 30 - Great iOS Apps!
I want to say thank you for such an amazing software. As a professional flight instructor, I have recommended your software to 5 of my previous students, and each one has passed the FAA written with flying colors. It's by far the most effective way I have found to study, so thanks!



SS


CFI, CFI-I, MEI



	more user feedback...





		Mar 30 - 97% on the Private Glider written test!

97%!




CG
Chicago IL


	more user feedback...





		Mar 29 - High praise from a faithful user!

I wanted to write you to thank you for creating such a fantastic product and a fair EULA!

The flight school that I am using recommended that I purchase  [competitor's product].  After reading that they only allow activation on two computers I found theirs to be an unacceptable solution.  I am a computer programmer and am constantly reformatting my PCs due to hardware/software upgrades.  I asked [competitor] if they would allow me an exception to the two activations, and they quickly told me NO.  I told them I would look elsewhere, as their activation policy is not only unfair, but unpractical.  (Unfortunately, people who steal software ruin it for the honest users, and this is how some uneducated companies hastily respond)


I quickly came across your solution while doing a search on the internet. Your product is fairly priced, very well written, provides free upgrades and most importantly allows the "registered owner" the ability to install the product on whatever PCs they choose.  Please keep up the great work, and I wish you much success!


PS - I told my flight school about your product suite and showed them the demo application on my notebook.  They really liked what they saw and are now going to start sending students your way.  





JM


Newfield, NJ



	more user feedback...





		Mar 27 - 100% - As good as it gets!

Just wanted to say thanks for creating such great products.  I scored 100% on my private pilot knowledge exam and passed the orals with ease, mainly because of the time I spent with your ground prep and Ride Ready products.


JL

Homewood, AL



100%?  Wow, that's excellent!  Congratulations, pilot, for passing the checkride and thank you for the solid endorsement.  We're glad we could help.	more user feedback...
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